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A proper edge coloring is called interval if at each vertex the set of the used colors forms
an integral interval (i. e. the set of consecutive positive integers). The problem of �nding an
interval coloring was �rst considered in [1]. It was proved in [3] that this problem is NP-hard
even for bipartite graphs. Note that in the case of the bipartite graphs this problem is motivated
by the problem of �nding a school schedule without gaps (the parts of the graph correspond to
the sets of teachers and classes and an edge means that the teacher has a lesson in the class).

An incidentor in a graph is a pair (u, e) consisting of a vertex u an an e incident with it.
So, each edge e = uv has two incidentors: (u, e) and (v, e) that are called mated to each other.
It is convenient to treat them as two halves of the edge e. Two distinct incidentors adjoining
to the same vertex are called adjacent. An interval (1,1)-coloring of incidentors is a function
from the set of incidentors into the set of colors such that all adjacent incidentors are colored
by distinct colors that form an integral interval and the colors of every two mated incidentors
di�er exactly by 1. The main result of the paper is the following

Theorem. If a graph has an interval edge coloring then it has an interval (1,1)-coloring of
incidentors.

It follows from this theorem that the conjecture posed in [2] that a subdivision of every
interval colorable graph is also interval colorable, is true.
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